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Information for teachers

Advice

The worksheets can be used singly as part of a project. The introduction can be a whole-class or group discussion. 
Present your pupils’ outcomes in an exhibition to which parents are invited, and take part in World Kids Colouring Day. 

Differentiation

The worksheets provide tasks with different levels of difficulty.

Differentiation is via dots in traffic-light colours:

 professional  advanced beginner

Symbols

The exclamation mark (in the different rubric colours) indicates there is an explanatory text that you would preferably 
need to go through with your pupils as an introduction to a new work unit. 

 
The teamwork symbol indicates that the task needs to be worked on by a group of at least three children.

The partner work symbol indicates that the task should be worked on by two children together. 

The symbol for the World Kids Colouring Day Magazine indicates that there is more information on the task in the 
World Kids Colouring Day Magazine.
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Name:

                    Class: 

Name:

Class: 

World trip AB 1
Continents and oceans: 
Colour in and label

Your tasks
Label the seven continents on the world map!

Colour in the continents in the right colours and label them correctly.  
The info cards on page 7 will help you find the right names and colours for the continents. 

Add in the five oceans! 
Cut out the name labels for the oceans and stick them on the world map in the right place! 

The dot and line patterns will help you with this!

Cut out the animals and stick them on to the continent they live on.

NORD

SÜD

OSTWEST

Info cards - continents

You’ll find useful hints here for the task on page 8 
and some interesting facts about the seven world 
continents. 

North America

Countries: 23

Largest country: Canada

Other countries: USA, Mexiko, Cuba,  

 Jamaica, Panama

In North America there are: 

 Grizzly bears, pumas, bison 

 Rocky Mountains, Niagara Falls, 

 unique national parks

Asia
Countries: 50
Largest country: China
Other countries: India, Japan,   Indonesia, Thailand, part of Russia
In Asia there are: 
 Tigers, orang-utans, wild horses 
 Great Wall of China, Himalayan Mountains,  Burj Khalifa (world’s highest building)

Australia

Countries: 14

Largest country: Australia

Other countries: Papua New Guinea, 

 New Zeeland, Marshall Islands, Fiji, Samoa

In Australia there are: 

 Kangaroos, koalas, crocodiles 

 Ayers Rock, Great Barrier Reef, 

 Sydney Opera House

Antarctica
Countries: – 
 Because of the weather conditions with temperatures  down to minus 90 °C no people live in Antarctica   permanently.
In Antarctica there are: 
 Penguins, seals, whales
 Ice up to 5,000 metres thick, 
 snow storms, research stations   

Europe
Countries: 47

Largest country: France

Other countries: Spain, Germany,  

 England, Greece, part of Russia

In Europe there are: 

 Hares, cows, foxes

 Eiffel Tower in Paris, Colosseum in Rome, 

 Tower of London

South America
Countries: 12
Largest country: Brazil
Other countries Argentina, Chile,  Colombia, Venezuela, Uruguay
In South America there are: 
 Llamas, sloths, coatis
 Inca city of Machu Picchu, Galapagos Islands,   Sugarloaf Mountain in Rio de Janeiro 

Africa

Countries: 54

Largest country: Sudan

Other countries: Egypt, Ethiopia, Nigeria,  

 Democratic Republic of the Congo, South Africa

In Africa there are: 

 Giraffes, lions, rhinos

 Pyramids of Giza, Kilimanjaro  

 (highest mountain in Africa), Sahara 

Arctic Ocean Pacific Ocean Indian Ocean

Atlantic OceanAntarctic Ocean
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World trip WS 2
Our earth is round! 
Instructions for making a globe

Your task
Make your own globe!

Colour in the outlines on the template for cutting out. Label the continents and oceans as on page 6.
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Name:

                    Class: 

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.

You need: Styrofoam ball (diameter: 12cm),  
glue stick, scissors.

Turn the template round and glue along the centre. Align the template to the middle of the Styrofoam 
ball and glue it all around. 

Run the glue stick over the ball and glue the 
jagged edges outwards. 

When all the jagged edges have been stuck down 
your globe is finished!

Cut out the template along the dotted lines. 

Info:
In years gone by, people thought the earth was flat. Over 2,000 years ago, Greek scientists came to the conclusion 
the earth must be round. The final proof did not come till the 16th century when the Portuguese seafarer Fernando 
Magellan first circumnavigated the world. 
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World trip WS 3
Following animal tracks: 
Mark-making exercises

World trip WS 4
Countries and souvenirs:  

Practise taking a closer look

A J K G N O R W A Y T N

H E Y B U H N A P J Ö L

U O L R P I H G X T Z O

K T P O C I B L T S N    M

G R A B A R U O R P Ä N

I C H I N A X T R A F  U

R H M A A N B U X I E X

F H O T D S O F L N O P

L T F Z A G U T I E R I

T S W I T Z E R L A N D

C K U I V Ö N A K O M S

H O X P E R U G R I K O

Your task
Make hooks like a kangaroo hop and loops like a bird.  
It is important that you stay on the track of the animals and follow the dotted lines as exactly as possible.  

Your task
The following six countries are hidden in the word search: Norway, Canada, Spain, China, Switzerland and 
Peru. Find them and colour in the boxes for each country in a different colour. 

Name:

                    Class: 

Name:

Class: 

A llama from PERU

A pullover from 
NORWAY

A fan from 
SPAIN

A vase from 
CHINA

Maple syrup 
from CANADA

Cheese from 
SWITZERLAND

Wooden clogs from 
THE NETHERLANDS

Join the pictures of the souvenirs from the seven countries to the right sentence. 
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5.

3. 4.

1. 2.

6.

Helpful tips on writing a postcard:
On the back of the card on the right write the address of the person you are sending it to. The left side is for what 
you want to write. Usually you begin with “dear” or “hello” and the name of the person you are writing to. You tell 
them where you are, what you have seen and done and what the picture is on the front. Then end with something 
like “love from” or “see you soon” and your name.

World trip WS 5

Travel story: Mars & Marsy on safari

World trip WS 6

Writing a postcard and colouring

Your task
Write a travel story
Mars & Marsy were in Africa on safari and brought back some pictures. Look closely at the six pictures. What can you 
see? First put a couple of keywords under each picture and then write a short travel story on a sheet of paper. 

Your task
Write a postcard from your trip!
Decide who you want to send your post card to. Think of an interesting destination and tell them about it.

Draw a nice holiday picture on the front
A postcard should have a nice picture of the place where you are on your trip at the time of writing.

Name:

                    Class: 

Name:

Class: 
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World trip WS 7

Expedition: exploring continents

World trip WS 8

Packing your suitcase for a world trip

Your task
Form a team with two or three class-mates and explore one of the seven continents.   
Working together with your team, collect as much information as you can about the continent and tell the whole class 
what you have found. The following eight questions may help: 

1. Which countries are on the continent?

2. What languages do the people there speak?

3. How large is the continent and how many people live there?

4. Are there deserts, mountains or rainforests?

5. What are the greatest rivers called?

6. Which animals live on the continent?

7. What are the most famous places of interest?

8. Which other special features does the continent have?

Your task
“I pack my suitcase” as a creative task 
Draw an open suitcase on an A4 sheet, using the space more or less as it is here. Draw inside it all the things that you 
want to have with you on your world trip. A couple of things are already in place to colour in and cut out. But you 
need to think up some other things yourself. In the info box you’ll find some useful tips on how to go about the task!

Search for pictures of the continent you have explored in magazines,  
newspapers or on the Internet and stick them in here.  

Name:

                    Class: 

Name:

Class: 

Be organised with your packing, make the design colourful
Before starting think about:

• How many and which things you are going to pack in your suitcase.
Do you want to travel light or take a heavy case? As you create your picture make sure your suitcase doesn’t get 
too full and that the different things in it are clearly recognisable. You can overlap some objects with others, as 
this will make your picture look livelier.

• How you are going to colour your suitcase.  
Is everything going to be free and brightly coloured or would you prefer harmonious colours – for example 
reds and oranges or different blues together?

Draw an open suitcase on an A4 sheet:
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World trip AB 9

Songs from other countries

World trip WS 10

Making your own musical instruments

Your task
Make your own musical instrument! 

Name:

                    Class: 

Name:

Class: 

Tsché tsché kule – hands in the air!
Tsché tsché kofisa – hands on heads!
Kofisa langa – hands on shoulders!
Kata schilanga – hands on knees!
Kumadende – squat down! 
Cok – jump up in the air!

       
Tsché    tsché ku lé

    
Tsché   tsché ko -   fi  - sa-

        
Ko - fi sa lan ga

    
Ka - ta schi -  lan - ga- -

    
  

Ku ma den de.




- ok.- - - - - C - -
 



Tsché Tsché Kulé

Ciranda, Cirandinha  

    
Ci

   
ran  - da, ci -  ran

F    
din - ha  va - mos

B 
   
to -  dos  ci -  ran

F C

 
dar. Ci

F

- - -

     
ran -  da, ci ran

   
din ha va - mos

B
   
to -  dos ci -  ran

F C

  
dar. Va -  mos

F

- - - -

     
dar a me -  ia

B 
   

vol ta, vol -  ta  e

C C7

   
me ia va -  mos

F C


dar.

F

- -

O anel que tu me destes era de vidro e se quebrou,
O amor que tu me tinhas era pouco e se acabou…

Por isso dona Sancha faz favour de entrar na roda
Diga um verso bem bonito, diga adeus e vase embora.





O anel que tu me destes era de vidro e se quebrou,
O amor que tu me tinhas era pouco e se acabou…

Por isso dona Sancha faz favour de entrar na roda
Diga um verso bem bonito, diga adeus e va-se embora.

Folksong from Brazil 

Singing game from Ghana

Tsché Tsché Kulé is a singing game that kids in 
Ghana like playing. Get into a circle with your 
friends. One of you will stand in the middle and 
lead the singing with the first line and do the 
action. The kids in the circle repeat the line and 
the action. Then you do the second line. 

  

Panpipe
You need: 

• eight thick drinking straws (not bendy straws) 

• adhesive film 

• a strip of card (20 cm long, 4 cm wide) 

Cut the first drinking straw on the slant to a length 
of about seven centimetres. All the other straws are 
cut about half a centimetre longer. Place the cut 
straws on the strip of card so that the straight ends 
(mouthpieces) are level with one another. Stick down 
the straws firmly with adhesive film.  

Play the panpipe: hold the pipe straight down and 
blow from above into the straight openings. Try to see 
how you can make the best sounds – for example, by 
moving your mouth slowly from the short to the long 
drinking straws and then back again. 

Mini Bongo
You need:

• a tin can (beware: sharp edges!) 

• a balloon 

• a rubber band or adhesive tape 

• Rice

Get hold of a tin that is open at one end and doesn’t have any 
sharp edges. Fill it with a handful of rice. Cut the neck from 
the balloon and stretch it over the open end of the tin like a 
drum skin.  Fasten the stretched balloon with a rubber band or 
adhesive tape so that it is tight. 

To play the mini bongo: strike the drum rhythmically with the 
finger pads together, flat on the balloon skin, and if possible on 
the centre of the drum. You can of course beat the drum with 
both hands for variety. Rattle the rice in the tin every now and 
then by shaking your mini bongo. 

Info:     
Musical instruments make different sounds depending on their shape and the materials used to make them.   
A panpipe can be made of wood, bamboo, metal, glass or reed. Many instruments such as guitars, pianos and 
drums are made from a number of materials. What these are depends on the region and local culture.  
Panpipes have been used across the world for thousands of years. In Europe today they are mostly made of wood 
such as sycamore. In Asiatic countries such as China, Japan and Indonesia lots of instruments have always been 
made of bamboo.  
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4. Which question do you use to ask where 
the toilet is in English?

a) Arigatō! Sayōnara.

b) Dove è il bagno?

c) Where is the toilet?

6. How many kilometres do you think there 
are around the world via the Equator? 

a) nearly 100,000 km

b) approx. 40,000 km

c) 12,000 km

7. Which seafarer managed to circumnaviga-
te the world for the first time?

a) Popeye the sailor man

b) Inspektor Columbus

c) Ferdinand Magellan

World trip WS 11

Little travel dictionary 

World trip WS 12

World trip quiz

Your task
Write the suitable words in the right language in the speech bubble. 

Your task
Try to find out which of the three answers is correct.  
If you were paying close attention before you will be able to answer some of the questions, otherwise you will need to 
guess. If you answer well you’ll receive a great World Trip Certificate!

Name:

                    Class: 

Name:

Class: 

Hallo!
Tschüss!
Danke
eins, zwei, drei
Katze / Katzen
Auto / Autos
I will ein Eis!
Wie heißt du?
Ich liebe Luftballons!
Du bist nett!
Wo ist die Toilette?

Hello!
Bye!
Thank you
one, two, three
cat / cats
car / cars
I want an icecream!
What is your name?
I like balloons!
You are very nice!
Where is the toilet?

Holá!
Adios!
Gracias
uno, dos, tres
el gato
coche
Quiero un helado.
¿Como te llamas?
Yo amo globos.
Tu eres simpático. 
¿Dónde está el baño?

German SpanishFrench

1. Which continent can be reached by car 
from Europe?

a) Asia

b) Australia

c) North America

2. Between which continents does the At-
lantic Ocean lie?

a) America and Europe

b) Asia and Antarctica

c) Australia and Asia
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3. What material are panpipes mostly made 
out of in Asian countries?

a) Plastic

b) Metal

c) Bamboo

5. If you send a postcard from New 
Zeeland to Germany, how long will it 
take? 

a) three days

b) over one month

c) two to three weeks

Your task
Write the correct translations alongside.

G:

E:

F:

S:

G:

E:

F:

S:

G: Ich liebe Luftballons!

E:

F:

S:

G:

E:

F:

S:

G:

E:

F:

S:
¿Dónde está el baño?

8. Colouring task:
Colour all the spaces with even numbers in blue. Areas 
with odd numbers remain white. What is in the picture? 

 
a) Aeroplane

b) Zeppelin

c) Helicopter

Salut!
Au revoir!
Merci
une deux trois
un chat / des chats
voiture / des voitures
Je veux des glaces! 
Comment tu t‘appelles?
J‘aime des ....
Tu es ...
Ou est les toilettes?

Comment tu t‘appelles?

Two cats Three cars
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World trip WS 13

Mars & Marsy World Trip Certificate

Name:

                    Class: 

The great
World Trip Certificate 

Received by ___________ (name) for successfully taking  
part in the World Trip Quiz with a score of ___ points. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
(Classroom teacher signature)

World trip
Space for notes
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